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‘Circular cities by the energy of people’ 
(Post) PhD research, success factors for sustainability citizen group initiatives. 

 
Dr. Fred C. Sanders MSc MBA Senior-Fellow-Research (TSM) quest-researcher of ETD Chair 
Prof. Dr. Arjan van Timmeren MSc. at TU Delft Architecture faculty Urbanism Department. 
 
ABSTRACT  
Dutch best practices of sustainability projects in Amsterdam, Rotterdam and other Dutch cities show 
that making cities sustainable not only depends on the technological and regulation developments. 
The mobilization of the people involved is the crucial factor. Without the support and initiatives of 
citizens most technology for sustainability driven implementations become food-loose. The focus of 
citizens comparing to that of the professionals  from municipalities, regional and national government 
and related organizations like energy producing entities and housing authorities though differs in time-
horizon and area-bound scale. Citizens their priorities by taking initiative do lay in the nearby living-
area heading for results on short notice what differs from the focus of these professionals. That ham-
pers citizens initiative support and citizen-initiatives results. Still in the Netherlands citizens do create 
growing numbers of initiatives in the fields of liveability, care-giving and sustainability nature nowa-
days (www.maex.nl). These are my PhD (Sanders, 2014) and post-PhD research results (2014) that I 
nowadays may prolong by presenting the results on congresses, seminars and in workshops with citi-
zens, professionals and students. This to stimulate their working together on making cities more sus-
tainable and ready for the coming future.  
 
Circularity the coming next deepening step into the Paris climate agreement does needs the success 
and enthusiasm of these citizen sustainability initiatives because circularity is strongly behaviour cou-
pled. That’s conclusion I dear to make to a statement. Based on personal quest postdoc research on 
citizen initiative comfort related circumstances though it seems that pure government driven projects 
can reach sustainable results of quality too. Strategies combining citizen initiative and governmental 
dominancy though show to have poorer results (Sanders and Timmeren, 2016). Group dynamic fac-
tors though play a role in citizen group initiatives, factors like the availability of front running people 
(Sanders and Overtoom, 2016), meeting places (Sanders, 2016), pride feeling (Sanders and Van 
Timmeren, 2017a) and support of neighboring citizens (Sanders and Van Timmeren, 2017b).  
 
A conclusion that gives feed to the discussion whether national policies should make a choice for 
stimulating the multiplying of citizen initiative countrywide or start-up new governmental driven pro-
grams. The fact is that Dutch national government lacks the budget for such new governmental pro-
grams of impact en therefore chooses for instructing municipalities to stimulate all that could be pos-
sible to create sustainable and circular cities (countrywide transition by national law bringing the re-
sponsibilities for unemployment, personal health care and spatial planning under the umbrella of mu-
nicipalities only). The effect are local mixed policies stimulating citizen initiatives and municipality pro-
jects both.  
 
This situation bothers me and I am anxious to know what the observations of other country situations 
are, to talk with experts and university friends and colleagues. Therefore I want to share my research 
results, to enrich my insight to learn from them to make the Netherlands more sustainable and circu-
lar in the coming future concerning ‘citizen sustainability initiatives stimulating factors, to reach the 
UN Paris Agreements goals with quality in time. 
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Scientific biography of Dr. Fred C. Sanders. MSc. MBA Senior-Fellow Business research. 
The resilience of citizens has always been my concern. The questions are how can citizens overcome the 
social stress of cities, help each other to take advancement of labor opportunities, how can they give foun-
dation for sustainable cities and seek societal responsibility. That drives me into research, into workshops 
and lectures to involve other into this important topic of nowadays. My personal base for this interest has 
grown during my working period as an urbanist in sustainable city development (for government and into 
social housing management) and before being grown up at the Dutch coast and during my university years 
into civil engineering and my PhD at the architecture department both at Delft University of Technology. My 
MBA and post MBA years I studied at Dutch Erasmus University and IMD Lausanne learning how to reach 
targets with others. That made me the researcher and messenger that I am today, related to Delft Universi-
ty of Technology and the The Hague University of Applied Science. I try to prove that starting a scientific 
carrier doesn't matter age. I was asked to start my PhD at fifty and since I defended my dissertation in 2014 
I visited several congresses, started-up publishing on the new topic of citizen resilience and mobilization, 
and visited universities in Europe and the Russian hemisphere and in Asia.  
 
Education 
• 2009  to  2014: PhD at Delft University of Technology; promotor Prof. dr. ir. A. van Timmeren. 
• 2003  to  2007: IMD Lausanne, High Performance Leadership and Orchestra Winning Performance. 
• 1985  to  1986: MBA at Erasmus University at Rotterdam, included organizational development. 
• 1974  to  1982: Civil Engineering Delft Un of Technology: Coastal Engineering and Project management 
 
Scientific working experience 
• From 2016 on: Lecturer Building Environment at University The Hague of Applied Science. 
• From 2014 on: Ambassador and funding manager ‘Citizens Initiative’ at TU Delft Architecture Urbanism. 
• From 2014 on: Senior Lecturer at TSM Business School (Dutch Twente University of Technology). 
 
Working experience 
• From 2015 on: Commission Counselor at Water-district HHNK in the North-Holland region. 
• From 2014 on: counselor at Wormerland city community and chairman financial control commission. 
• From 2013 on: coaching Jane Jacobs walks for city neighbourhood developments in the Netherlands 
• From 2008 on: president of CPO-NL, for supporting building housing and sustainable developments. 
• 2008 to 2009: director for RE city developments at ASR insurances company. 
• 1996 to 2007: chairman of ZVH, a Social Housing Foundation at Zaandam The Netherlands 
• 1986 to 1994: senior project manager RGD Ministry VROM, the governmental RE development dep. 
• 1983 to 1986: project manager at the Dutch Royal Marines RE department. 
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